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This book is a collection of four stories: Interstellar Marines, The Bounty Hunter's Revenge, Death Row Death
Switch, and The Monster Slayer: The Immortal Demon. Interstellar Marines -- Fresh out of cryo-sleep after
being shipped from training, Reese and his squad awaken to find they have been sent far away from the war.
On the planet Shanox, they have been given the disappointing job to protect a group of miners excavating a
precious material needed to fight the aliens known as the Raxni. After witnessing strange events outside the
base on their very first night, the group begin to wonder if the threat of war is closer than everyone else thinks.
The Bounty Hunter's Revenge -- Burke Monrow and Adam Bancroft are a bounty hunting duo that just landed
their biggest contract yet: retrieving stolen cargo from thieves on a desert world for more money than ever.
When the job goes bad and Burke is left for dead on the planet, his struggle for survival begins and rage
becomes his only fuel to keep him going. He must have his revenge. Death Row Death Switch -- In a world
where souls and reincarnation have been proven to exist, a young woman finds herself in a twisted
predicament over her unborn child. The Monster Slayer: The Immortal Demon -- Otis Smith, a serial killer
that returns from the dead, is hounding the village of Thandor. Each time they kill him he returns three days

later--always three days later. Death is a minor inconvenience to him and he only laughs, sings, and smiles as
he is struck down each time.
Kate and Calder will have to solve the mystery of the seemingly immortal man before he kills everyone.

